Reading Room Photographic Competition
(For photo displays in the Reading Room)
Objective: To acquire some pictures, taken by villagers, of Corsley that can be displayed in the
Reading Room as large blow ups (about A1 or A2 size) to reflect the parish and life in Corsley.
It is hoped that there will be interest from a number of keen photographers in the village to enter
their photographs.
Assuming adequate response then a competition will be organised for the villagers to view the
pictures projected in the hall and vote.
Rules/ terms:
1. All photos to be provided electronically ( jpgs or similar) of suitable quality (pixels) to be
blown up to a print size of at least 80cm in one dimension. A process will be set up for this
electronic collection and added to the website by 1st March 2022
2. Photograph(s) itself must NOT include any identifier of the owner/ photographer that can be
seen; this is to allow for “blind” judging/ voting.
3. By entering the photograph the photographer confirms that the picture is their work and
they are allowing free use by the Reading Room for display purposes described.
4. Once the competition element is over all photographers will be acknowledged and any
printed and displayed will be attributed.
5. Any one photographer is limited to a submission maximum of 5 photos.
6. Contributing photographers must live in the Corsley Parish.
7. Photos must have been taken in the last 18 months and may optionally be accompanied
with a short description (up to 50 words).
8. No editing/ changes will be made to the photos by the organisers as part of the selection
process. Any selected photos may be enhanced by the photographer afterwards to ensure
appropriate print quality if wanted.
9. Submitted pictures should be in one of more of the following categories: Agriculture,
Buildings, Scenic, People, Work/Jobs, Wildlife, Other. This is to assist judging if there are a lot
of entries.
10. Sponsorship is welcome to cover the costs of printing / enlarging the selected photos for
display. Please make contact if you are interested to sponsor such.
11. Any voting by the villagers will be on the basis of display of the electronic images (not print)
and is indicative to assist the Reading Room Trustees in the final selection.
12. If this process proves a success, then consideration will be given to further such
competitions later in 2022 and 2023 to enable a wide selection of pictures to be available for
display.
Timing:
All submissions to be made between 1st March and Saturday 12th March.
Public show / voting target 26th March
New pictures on display in RR by end April

Contact for queries etc: chairman@corsleyreadingroom.org.uk
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